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ABSTRACT 

Physical health programs specifically programmed for emotional rehabilitation are an 

important factor in post-trauma adjustment for refugee children in Egypt.  This thesis 

explores definitions of the Right to Leisure, which can serve as a catalyst for such post-

trauma rehabilitation for refugee children.  Adequate access to the right to leisure is 

obstructed, however due to State-wide economic weaknesses, the failed implementation 

and reservations to various international treaties, xenophobia and discrimination, and the 

vast privatization of recreation spaces.  Nonetheless, Egypt has consented to sharing 

international responsibility to safeguard the right to leisure for refugee children per 

several international treaties: the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Refugee 

Convention.  Egypt has also consented to similar rights expressed in the International 

Covenant of Economic and Social Rights and the African Charter.  Considering Egypt’s 

economic incapacity, the State should act in good faith by vowing to not interfere with 

entities working to realize the right to leisure within the country.  In fact, the Egyptian 

State must coordinate efforts with international organizations, universities and civil 

society to create access to the right to leisure within the country.  
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I. Introduction 

Sport has had a significant impact on societies throughout history.  During the days of the 

Ancient Olympic Games, a mandatory Peace Treaty was instated in order to allow 

athletes and spectators safe passage through foreign lands.
1
  At other times, sporting 

events have incited mass violence, such as the tragic events that ensued during the Port 

Said Massacre in Egypt in 2012.
2
  Nonetheless, sport has the ability to excite individuals 

and arouse entire nations.  In fact, the physiological changes that occur during 

participation in sports have been scientifically hypothesized to affect behavior and mood.  

Increased levels of adrenalin, endorphins and various neurotransmitters, during prolonged 

physical activity, may be responsible for inducing what is known as a “runner’s high”— 

a feeling of bliss or euphoria.
3
  The chemical cocktail produced during exercise has 

enough impact to affect not only health and fitness, but also one’s mental state of 

satisfaction and enjoyment.
4
 

 

Such an accessible remedy for emotional and physical trauma is exactly what refugee 

children in Cairo need.  The United Nations Office of Sport for Development and Peace 

(UNOSDP) states that, 

Sport has been increasingly recognized and used as a low-cost and high-impact 

tool in humanitarian, development and peace-building efforts, not only by the UN 

                                                           

1
 During the season of sporting at Olympia, Delphi, Nemea and Corinth, athletes were permitted to cross 

between foreign lands safely due to the highly enforced treaties, which called for peace during this time. 

See at: http://www.olympic.org/ancient-olympic-games?tab=History [accessed 11 May 2013]. 
2
 “It was unclear whether intense sports rivalries or political strife caused the clashes. However, many 

supporters blamed the tragedy on the ruling junta that they said had failed them after the overthrow of 

former ruler Hosni Mubarak on February 11, 2011.” Mohamed Fadel Fahmy, See at:  

http://edition.cnn.com/2012/02/02/world/africa/egypt-soccer-deaths-color/ [accessed: 11 May 2013]. 

Gwenda Blaire, “What’s behind a ‘Runner’s High?’ Shape, Feb2005, Vol. 24 Issue 6, p. 98-100. See  at: 

http://tr6rt9pf7u.search.serialssolutions.com/?ctx_ver=Z39.88-

2004&ctx_enc=info%3Aofi%2Fenc%3AUTF-

8&rfr_id=info:sid/summon.serialssolutions.com&rft_val_fmt=info:ofi/fmt:kev:mtx:journal&rft.genre=artic

le&rft.atitle=what%27s+behind+RUNNER%27S+HIGH%3F&rft.jtitle=Shape&rft.au=Gwenda+Blair&rft.

date=2005-02-01&rft.issn=0744-

5121&rft.volume=24&rft.issue=6&rft.spage=98&rft.externalDBID=ISHP&rft.externalDocID=786211821 

[accessed 11 May 2013]. 
4
 Id. 

http://www.olympic.org/ancient-olympic-games?tab=History
http://edition.cnn.com/2012/02/02/world/africa/egypt-soccer-deaths-color/
javascript:__doLinkPostBack('','mdb%7E%7Ef5h%7C%7Cjdb%7E%7Ef5hjnh%7C%7Css%7E%7EJN%20%22Shape%22%7C%7Csl%7E%7Ejh','');
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system but also by non-governmental organizations (NGOs), governments, 

development agencies, sports federations, armed forces and the media.
5
 

In addition to its accessibility, sport is also inclusive, offering a variety of activities for 

persons of all ages and ability.  Sport on a mass scale can change the lives of refugee 

children, as well as: “child soldiers, victims of conflict and natural catastrophes, the 

impoverished, persons with disabilities, victims of racism, stigmatization and 

discrimination, persons living with HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases.”
6
  The UN 

Inter-Agency Task Force on Sport for Development and Peace defines sport, as, 

All forms of physical activity that contribute to physical fitness, mental well-

being and social interaction, such as play, recreation, organized or competitive 

sport, and indigenous sports and games.
7
  

The graciously broad definition lends itself to include an array of activities such as water 

aerobics for even the paraplegic refugees.  By participating in sports, refugee children in 

Cairo can receive an engaging form of therapy that can rehabilitate them in their young 

lives.  According to the Sport for Development and Peace International Working Group, 

sport is seen to have the most benefits in, 

Individual development, Health promotion and disease prevention, Promotion of 

gender equality, Social integration and the development of social capital, Peace 

building and conflict prevention/resolution, Post-disaster/trauma relief and 

normalization of life, Economic development, Communication and social 

mobilization.
8
 

Clearly, sport is powerful and the Right to leisure provides a doorway through which 

refugee children in Egypt can harness this power of play.
9
   

 

The importance of the Right to leisure in relation to trauma therapy cannot be overstated.  

Physical therapy plays an important role in manifesting the progresses of psychological 

improvement and in the end, improves the possibility for integration into the society of 

                                                           
5
 The United Nations Office of Sport for Development and Peace Website: “Why Sport?” See at: 

http://www.un.org/wcm/content/site/sport/home/sport [accessed 11 May 2013]. 
6
 Id. 

7
 Id. 

8
 Id. 

9
 “The Power of Play” is a motto of the national organization named, Playworks (formerly Sports4Kids), in 

the U.S.A. www.playworks.org. 

http://www.un.org/wcm/content/site/sport/home/unplayers/memberstates
http://www.un.org/wcm/content/site/sport/home/newsandevents/pid/15501
http://www.un.org/wcm/content/site/sport/home/unplayers/coordinationmechanisms/interagencytaskforce
http://www.un.org/wcm/content/site/sport/home/unplayers/coordinationmechanisms/interagencytaskforce
http://www.un.org/wcm/content/site/sport/home/unplayers/memberstates/pid/6229
http://www.un.org/wcm/content/site/sport/home/sport
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the host country.  Unfortunately, as idle time increases, due to the absence of an 

organized daily program, so does the likelihood of vagrancy and crime.  Many 

unaccompanied children join “gangs” in an attempt to create a new family and sense of 

belonging in the host-country.
10

  Various NGOs working with refugees in Egypt indicate 

the difficulty for refugees to locally integrate into Egyptian society.
11

  The main reason 

for this difficulty is Egypt’s reservations to the 1951 Refugee Convention stating, 

The competent Egyptian authorities had reservations because these articles 

consider the refugee as equal to the national. We made this general reservation to 

avoid any obstacle which might affect the discretionary authority of Egypt in 

granting privileges to refugees on a case-by-case basis. 

 

This reservation refers to the articles of the 1951 Refugee Convention that allow refugees 

in Egypt to nationality, work, education and identification.  In short, the “competent 

Egyptian authorities” have legally refused refugees the possibility of locally integrating 

into Egyptian society for long-term scenarios.  Instead, the government has transformed 

“rights” into “privileges,” that are not guaranteed to each recognized refugee.  However, 

since it is the UNHCR, and not the Egyptian Government which processes refugee claims 

in Egypt, this reservation creates an impossible situation for refugees to guarantee healing 

from persecution, let alone thrive in.  Refugee NGOs such as Africa and Middle-East 

Refugee Assistance (AMERA) have gathered testimonies that display how a difficult life 

is exacerbated for refugee children in Egypt.
12

  Many children stay inside for days and 

                                                           
10

 “Those who call themselves ‘gang’ members offer a new way of understanding collective representation 

amongst [refugees] in Cairo and, however potentially misguided, an alternative, refugee-generated means 

of ensuring protection and assistance for those unable or no longer willing to rely on UNHCR or the 

Egyptian government.” See in: Forced Migration Review, “Sudanese Refugee Youth Gangs in Cairo,” 

09/2009, Vol. 33, p. 52. 
11

 These challenges include learning a new language, adapting to new modes of being and behaving, 

becoming accustomed to new occupational and educational systems, and appropriating values and norms 

often in contradiction with those of the country (Sabbah, 2007).  In addition, discrimination, racism, and 

alterations in gender role may negatively influence the process of cultural adjustment (Bemak, Chung, & 

Pederson, 2003). Hani M. Henry (2012): African Refugees in Egypt: Trauma, Loss, and Cultural 

Adjustment, Death Studies, 36:7, 58. See at: 

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07481187.2011.553330 
12

 During my eight month internship at AMERA, I interviewed more than two dozen unaccompanied child 

asylum-seekers.  100% of applicants that I interviewed had been kidnapped and trafficked, and feared re-

imprisonment by the Egyptians Bedouins.  The refugee children associated the men wearing galibeyyas in 

Cairo with their former kidnappers.  As a result, the children did not go outside alone, and were in constant 

fear of being kidnapped. Also see: UN High Commissioner for Refugees, A responsibility to protect: 

UNHCR and statelessness in Egypt, January 2013, ISSN 1020-7473, available at: 

http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/510fa7562.html 
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only leave the house once a week to get groceries.  They are alone, fearful of being re-

kidnapped and do not understand the local language.”
13

  The non-Arabic speaking 

children who are seeking asylum are of particular concern, as they face the danger of 

remaining in a protracted refugee status in a country that refuses to avail them social 

integration and mental rehabilitation. 

 

Egypt hosts nearly half of a million refugees from Africa and Asia, many of whom are 

children,
14

 unaccompanied, and separated from their family.
15

  These traumatized refugee 

children arrive to the chaotic metropolis that is Cairo hungry and homeless, unable to 

communicate with the crowds around them.
16

  The fleeing children who are fortunate to 

make it to Cairo unharmed by violent traffickers may live for weeks in a public mosque 

before being directed to a charitable organization or the offices of the United Nations 

High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).
17

  Many other children, however, arrive to 

Cairo after barely escaping the vices of sadistic and torturous kidnappers in the sandy 

Sinai.  In November of 2011, The CNN “Freedom Project” reported extensively on the 

phenomenon of organ trafficking in Egypt’s Sinai desert.  CNN reported that “refugees -- 

from places like Ethiopia, Eritrea or Sudan -- are enslaved and tortured and the women 

raped if they cannot come up with the large sums of money the Bedouin try to extort 

from them and their families to smuggle them into Israel.”
18

 

 

Upon arriving at the unwelcoming, heavily barricaded UNHCR office, the asylum-

seeking child is ushered through the cold and barren hallways of the UNHCR building, 

herded from room to room to undergo assessments by dozens of UNHCR Eligibility 

                                                           
13

 Citation from Statistics and Documents from Africa and Mid-East Refugee Association (AMERA). 
14

 Letters to the Editor, “Iraqi Psychiatrist in Exile Helping Distressed Iraqi Refugee Children in Egypt in 

Non-Clinical Settings,” Journal of the Canadian Academy of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry, 2010, Vol. 19 

Issue 2, May 2010,  p72-73. 
15

 The number of registered refugees in 2013 totaled 114,085, as many refugees do not understand the 

UNHCR system and fear registration information will be shared with their governments. Statistics found at: 

2013UNHCR Country Operations Report- Egypt: http://www.unhcr.org/cgi-

bin/texis/vtx/page?page=49e486356 
16

 Letters to the Editor, “Iraqi Psychiatrist in Exile Helping Distressed Iraqi Refugee Children in Egypt in 

Non-Clinical Settings,” Journal of the Canadian Academy of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry, 2010, Vol. 19 

Issue 2, May 2010,  p72-73. 
17

 Id. 
18

Fred Pleitgen and Mohamed Fadel Fahmy, “Refugees face organ theft in the Sinai,” 3 Nov. 2011, See at: 

http://edition.cnn.com/2011/11/03/world/meast/pleitgen-sinai-organ-smugglers/ 

javascript:__doLinkPostBack('','mdb%7E%7Ea9h%7C%7Cjdb%7E%7Ea9hjnh%7C%7Css%7E%7EJN%20%22Journal%20of%20the%20Canadian%20Academy%20of%20Child%20%26%20Adolescent%20Psychiatry%22%7C%7Csl%7E%7Ejh','');
javascript:__doLinkPostBack('','mdb%7E%7Ea9h%7C%7Cjdb%7E%7Ea9hjnh%7C%7Css%7E%7EJN%20%22Journal%20of%20the%20Canadian%20Academy%20of%20Child%20%26%20Adolescent%20Psychiatry%22%7C%7Csl%7E%7Ejh','');
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Officers who will not remember the child’s name.
19

  Rarely are asylum-seeking minors 

educated about their human rights and the refugee status determination (RSD) process, 

leaving them even more perplexed about their immediate future.  By the end of the day, 

the child is placed with a temporary family from her/his country of origin (COI), who 

may or may not speak the same language, and who may or may not be from a rival clan.  

Furthermore, the UNHCR office in Cairo is located in the distant suburb of 6
th

 of October 

City, creating a taxing financial burden on the already financially distressed asylum-

seeking child.
20

   

 

The most devastating blow to the protection availed to refugee children is the UNHCR 

budget cut that will occur in 2013.  The budget cut will result in denial of education 

grants for children, health care services, vocational training, and other life-saving 

financial assistance.
21

  Upon arrival, unaccompanied children are given an already paltry 

emergency stipend to cover the cost of food and rent in the foster home.  The budget cut 

will most certainly place more stress on the newly arrived victims of persecution as they 

seek assistance and protection from the UNHCR office in Egypt.  

 

Obviously, this does not describe an ideal circumstance for the vulnerable refugee 

children, though they quickly learn to accept that Cairo does not have much else to offer 

them.  Refugee children find it nearly impossible to gain admission to the government 

schools because of language barriers and discrimination.  All government schools provide 

instruction in Arabic, which presents an immediate obstruction for most refugee children 

                                                           
19

  “While [Egypt] is signatory to the 1951 Refugee Convention and its 1967 Protocol, domestic asylum 

procedures have yet to be developed. Meanwhile, UNHCR continues to carry out registration and refugee 

status determination processes (RSD).”  The Staff at the UNHCR office in Cairo are over worked due to the 

steadily increasing arrival of Refugees from Syria and the Sudans.  To make matters even worse, “the 

budget for Egypt has gone down from USD 24.7 million in 2012 to USD 23.4 million in 2013.”  The 

decrease in budget does not relieve the office staff who must deal with an increase of applicants. UNHCR 

Country Operations Profile, Egypt, See at: http://www.unhcr.org/cgi-bin/texis/vtx/page?page=49e486356 
20

 A microbus ride from El Es’af in Downtown Cairo to the UNHCR costs approximately 15le round-trip.  

The average monetary assistance received by a refugee child from the UNHCR is 400le per month.  

Usually, the refugee child pays 200LE for rent to their caregiver, and spends additional portions of their 

monthly assistance fund on food, and transportation.  
21

 UNHCR Country Operations Profile, Egypt, See at: http://www.unhcr.org/50a9f826b.html 
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(not coming from Sudan).
22

  Since school is the sanctuary where a child’s character, 

intelligence and social competences are developed,
23

 refugee children in Egypt are 

immediately disadvantaged in their chances of survival.  Additionally, physical education 

routines of primary and secondary schools ensure the strong physical and mental welfare. 

Since refugee children are denied this opportunity, their bodily and psychological 

wellbeing are put in jeopardy.  Refugee children require special therapeutic programs that 

target the various physical and emotional traumas that many experience en route to 

Cairo.
24

  Intentional forms of rehabilitation must be designed for refugee children to 

overcome the events which led to fleeing the country of origin, separation from family 

members, and the journey and adjustment to the asylum host country.
25

   

 

Understanding of the relationship between mental and physical health dates back to the 

sixth century B.C., when the Greek philosopher Thales of Miletus said, “Mens sana in 

corpore sano."
26

  This translates to, “A healthy mind in a healthy body.”  Both mental 

and physical health are necessary components in natural development, and especially so 

for young victims of persecution.  The importance of physical health can be seen in the 

                                                           
22

 “For the urban poor, school fees, uniforms, books and other school materials may be unaffordable and 

transportation may be too time-consuming and unsafe. At the same time, city-based refugee children often 

have to compete with local students for limited places in schools. Legal provisions prohibiting refugees – 

especially those without recognized legal status – from enrolling in public schools are not uncommon, nor 

is discrimination on the part of school administrators, teachers and even local students.”Amr Hamdy, ICT 

in Education in Egypt, Survey of ICT and Education in Africa (Volume 2): 53, p. 25, Country Reports, 

December 2007, UNESCO Institute of Statistics, 2008, See at: 

http://www.infodev.org/en/Publication.399.html 
23

 “UNHCR’s guidelines on urban refugees emphasise [sic] the promotion of self-reliance among refugees, 

with education and vocational training initiatives designed to support the acquisition of the essential life 

skills that can enable urban refugees to become autonomous members of their host societies.” Marisa 

Ensor, “Education and Self-Reliance in Egypt,” p.25, See at: http://www.unhcr.org/4ab356ab6.html 
24

 “Children who are refugees of war are exposed to traumatic stressors in pre-migration, flight, and 

resettlement that affect their psychological well-being and development. These stressors include direct 

exposure to war time violence and combat experience, displacement and loss of home, malnutrition, 

separation from caregivers, detention and torture, and a multitude of other traumatic circumstances that 

detrimentally affect children’s health, mental health and general well being,” Letters to the Editor, “Iraqi 

Psychiatrist in Exile Helping Distressed Iraqi Refugee Children in Egypt in Non-Clinical Settings,” Journal 

of the Canadian Academy of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry, 2010, Vol. 19 Issue 2, May 2010,  p72.  
25

 “Many Southeast Asian refugees in the United States exhibited serious psychiatric problems stemming 

from trauma that occurred before and after emigration. Prior to home departure, many refugees may 

experience trauma as a result of murder of significant loved ones, rape or sexual abuse, brain washing, 

kidnapping, and isolation from others (Schweitzer, Melville, Steel, & Lacherez, 2006).” Hani M. Henry 

(2012): African Refugees in Egypt: Trauma, Loss, and Cultural Adjustment, Death Studies, 36:7, p. 585. 

See at: http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07481187.2011.553330 
26

 Herodotus; Histories, A. D. Godley (translator), Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1920; See Online 

version at the Perseus Digital Library. 

javascript:__doLinkPostBack('','mdb%7E%7Ea9h%7C%7Cjdb%7E%7Ea9hjnh%7C%7Css%7E%7EJN%20%22Journal%20of%20the%20Canadian%20Academy%20of%20Child%20%26%20Adolescent%20Psychiatry%22%7C%7Csl%7E%7Ejh','');
javascript:__doLinkPostBack('','mdb%7E%7Ea9h%7C%7Cjdb%7E%7Ea9hjnh%7C%7Css%7E%7EJN%20%22Journal%20of%20the%20Canadian%20Academy%20of%20Child%20%26%20Adolescent%20Psychiatry%22%7C%7Csl%7E%7Ejh','');
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herodotus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Histories_of_Herodotus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A._D._Godley
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/ptext?lookup=Hdt.+1.1.0
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/ptext?lookup=Hdt.+1.1.0
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facts that the “Right to leisure and Rest” is codified in various international treaties 

including:  The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC),
27

 the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights (UDHR),
28

 and the 1951 Refugee Convention (Refugee Convention).
29

  

Though a few NGOs in Cairo provide psychological treatment, there are few 

opportunities through which refugee children can receive therapy that promotes physical 

health and trauma rehabilitation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II. Leisure 

A. Defining Leisure 

Leisure elicits various images from lavish imagery of white, sandy beaches, cool breezes 

and tropical beverages to simple activities such as sleep or a picnic in the park.  

Regardless of a person’s age or economic class, “leisure” means personal time to spend 

as one wishes without the interference or imposition by another.  This can include 

reading a book at home or a sitting in a café with friends.  Leisure represents, exceptional 

                                                           
27

 Convention on the Rights of the Child, UN G.A. Res. 44/25, 20 Nov. 1989, New York. 
28

 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res 217 A, 10 Dec. 1948, Paris. 
29

 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, G.A. Res. 2198 (XXI), 28 July 1951, New York. 
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periods of pleasure and relaxation, during which one is idle from the control of others, 

and engaged in a self-determined activity.
30

  Leisure may be regarded in an extraordinary 

way because it does not exist as a regular part of the human cycle of life.  For instance, 

where the common American pattern of work-sleep-eat-work again exists, leisure usually 

does not.  Partaking in leisure also often involves the ability to allocate time and funds, 

two items that many people do not freely possess.  Free or idle time is usually usurped by 

work and funds relegated to food, rent and other survival necessities.  Thus, people often 

regard leisure as a special endowment.   

 

In the context of refugee children, the above understanding of the Right to leisure does 

not elicit plausible application.  Instead, the Right to leisure is more closely linked to 

play, as an essential component to a proper childhood development.  Leisure for children 

and subsequently the play have been linked to behavior and personality since the time of 

Plato,
31

 and have been the topics of Rousseau
32

 and Freud,
33

 as well.   

 

Commentary on the travaux preparatoires “show[s] the intended aim of the particular 

rights of the child laid down in Article 31 [of the Convention on the Rights of the Child] 

is to promote and protect the child’s development.”  The Right to leisure (and play) 

requires the active involvement of the protecting entity, which must facilitate the correct 

physical, emotional and social development of the child.  The primary subject of 

international law being the State would mean that the Egyptian government is the main 

protecting entity in this case.  In addition to the active involvement of a government or 

other responding institution, ensuring proper child development requires the allocation of 

adequate recreation area and resources.   

                                                           
30

 The Most recent article titles in the latest volume of the journal, “Managing Leisure,” refer to: Tourism, 

Recreation Areas, Western European Sport Clubs, and Young Women’s Engagement in Physical Activity.  

The focus on recreation and physical activity draws a clear link between “Leisure,” being the name of the 

journal, and amusement, being the focus of the journal’s content. “Managing Leisure,” vol. 18.1, See at:  
31

 “You can discover more about a person in an hour of play than in a year of conversation.” Plato, 429-347 

B.C. 
32

“In books I and II, Rousseau insists that young children in the Age of Nature must emphasize the physical 

side of their education. Like small animals, they must be freed of constrictive swaddling clothes, breast-fed 

by their mothers, and allowed to play outside, thereby developing the physical senses that will be the most 

important tools in their acquisition of knowledge” See: Sparknotes.com: Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Emile, or 

On Education. Translator: Allan Bloom, New York, Basic Books, 1979. 
33

 Sigmund Freud, The 'Wolfman' and Other Cases, trans. Louise Adey Huish, Penguin 2002 
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The fundamental definition of “leisure” implies something much more basic and 

accessible.  The Oxford English Dictionary
34

 defines “leisure” as a verb or noun 

meaning: “the state of having time at one’s own disposal,”
35

 This definition fits the 

common understanding of leisure as owning and controlling one’s personal time.  This 

definition also simply affords one the ability to fully control a period of her or his life 

without interference of another party.  In this sense, leisure acts as a catalyst for 

developing a sense of ownership, which later becomes necessary in demanding personal 

human rights.  This controlled period could be used lying on an exotic beach, but for 

most, the Right to leisure does not manifest as lavish vacations.  Especially for children, 

leisure is synonymous to: fun, play, games, happiness and enjoyment.   

 

Leisure is not necessarily about the experience of the specific activity, but simply the 

freedom to actually have the time to choose the activity in the first place.  In a sense, this 

is much like the difference between voting for a favored candidate, and having the means 

to travel to the polling station to cast a vote.  Here, leisure is as much about actually 

having free time as it is about enjoying free time.  In the case of refugee children, the 

host-country must avail the children the actual opportunity to experience and access 

leisure.  Per the conventions, the State should play an active, even if minimal, by making 

sure that its policies and actors do not impeded access to this right.  However, as will be 

discussed in the next pages, Egypt instead actively obstructs the opportunity to access 

leisure for refugee children. 

 

Based on the above definition, leisure involves two important components: (1) freedom 

to choose, and (2) engagement in some system of control and release.    Considering these 

two points, Daniel Kramer compares the definition of leisure to the rights implied in the 

13
th

 Amendment of the U.S. Constitution,
36

 which abolished slavery in U.S. Territories.  

Section one of the Amendment outlaws “slavery” and “involuntary servitude.”  In 

essence, the first section of the amendment endows African-Americans with the first 

                                                           
34

 Oxford English Dictionary Online, www.oed.ocm 
35

 Oxford English Dictionary, Supra note 35, “Leisure.” 
36

 U.S. Const. amend. 13.1and 13.2. 
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element needed to exercise the right to leisure—freedom from occupation.  Section two 

of the 13
th

 Amendment prevents one person from having “legal control over another,” 

identifying African-American slaves as being engaged a system of “control and release.”  

From these two sections, Kramer argues that “a life spent in constant toil that one has no 

genuine opportunity to escape is at least metaphorically [sic] slavery.”
37

  Thus, a life 

without leisure is practically equal to a life of slavery.   

 

As for the second element: choosing not to work, and thus, the freedom to manage free-

time are, by nature of the predicament, infrequent during slavery.  This cause and effect 

relationship also creates the conscious or unconscious freedom to choose how one’s free-

time is spent.  As explained by Kramer, the Right to leisure cannot exist in the same 

environment as slavery, as one is the antithesis of the other.  When compared to slavery, 

the Right to leisure appears much more than just a vacation or naptime, but instead an 

imperative right which acts as an indicator of non-slave status. 

 

The child’s Right to play did not appear until 1983.
38

  However, the child’s Right to Rest 

and Leisure was first suggested in 1978.
39

  Historically, the Right to leisure in 

international law has always been defined closely with the Right to play and Recreation 

as well as the Right to Cultural Life and the Arts.
40

  However, the only international 

documents that explicitly express such rights are the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child and the African Charter, both of which Egypt is party to.
41

  Other international 

conventions, such as the Convention on Economic Social and Cultural Rights 

                                                           
37

 David C. Kramer, “The Constitution and the Right to leisure,” The Good Society Vol. 10, No. 2, 2001, 

pg 65, Penn State University Press, See at: http://www.jstor.org/stable/20711032 
38

 ‘“The Government of Canada proposed in 1983 to include in the original text a reference to the “right to 

rest and leisure, to engage in plan and recreation and to freely participate in cultural life.”  This proposal 

was discussed during the eighties by the Working Group established by the UN Commission on Human 

Rights…and progressively evolved towards the final text of Article 31 [of the CRC]’ The African Charter, 

Article 12, 1990, See in: Paulo David, A Commentary on the United Nations Convention on the Rights of 

the Child, Article 13: The Right to leisure, Play and Culture, Office of the High Commissioner for Human 

Rights, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden, Boston, 2006, p.6. 
39

 Id.  
40

 Paulo David, A Commentary on the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child,  Article 13: 

The Right to leisure, Play and Culture, Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Martinus 

Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden, Boston, 2006, p.4. 
41

 African Charter, Art 27, Supra note 41, p.3. 
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(ICESCR),
42

 and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 

Against Women (CEDAW)
43

 refer to similar rights to rest from work.  Some conventions 

specify the Right to Rest that is in explicitly in relation to work.  For example, Article 

7(d) of the ICESCR specifies, “rest, leisure and reasonable limitation of working hours 

and periodic holidays with pay, as well as remuneration for public holidays.”
44

 

Alternatively, some conventions such as the International Labor Organization’s 

Convention No. 79 and No. 90 induct a specific length of rest for children under a certain 

age.  Article 2 of Convention No. 79 states that “Children under fourteen years of age… 

shall not be employed nor work at night during a period of at least fourteen consecutive 

hours.”
45

  Similarly, ILO Convention No. 90 states that children under the age of eighteen 

should not work between ten o’clock at night and seven o’clock in the morning.   

 

Similar provisions for Leisure, Rest, Play and Culture and Arts are expressed in various 

regional instruments.  The American Convention on Human Rights in the area of 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the European Social Charter both include 

references to “weekly rest periods”
46

 and “rest, leisure and paid vacations.”
47

  Likewise, 

the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, which Egypt is party to, 

avails children the exact same Right to leisure as the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child.
48

  

 

B. Leisure for Refugee Children in International Law 

The Right to leisure is expressed in three international conventions which directly affect 

refugee children in Egypt: The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR),
49

 The 

Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC),
50

 and the 1951 Convention on the Status of 

                                                           
42

 ICESCR Art. 7.d, Supra note 41, p.3. 
43

 CEDAW, Art. 13, Supra note 41, p.4. 
44

 ICESCR, Art. 7.d, Supra note 41, p.3. 
45

 International Labour Organization, Convention No. 70, Supra note 41, p.4. 
46

 The European Social Charter, Art. 2.5, 2004, Supra note 43, p.5. 
47

 The American Convention on Human Rights in the area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

(Protocol of San Salvador), Supra note 43, p.5. 
48

 The African Charter, Article 12, 1990, Supra note 43, p.5. 
49

 UDHR, Supra note 29, Art 24. 
50

 CRC, Supra note 28, Art 31. 
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Refugees (Refugee Convention).
51

  These three Conventions exist for varying purposes, 

yet attempt to avail similar protection and opportunities to refugee children.   

 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was approved by forty-eight States on 10 

December 1948.
52

  The acceptance of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was the 

first time that “the organized community of nations had made a Declaration of human 

rights and fundamental freedoms.”
53

  This monumental collaboration resulted in a 

collection of “human rights and fundamental freedoms to which all men and women, 

everywhere in the world, are entitled, without any discrimination.”
54

   Accordingly, the 

declaration should apply equally to adults and children, and refugees and non-refugees.  

Amid the dissipating turmoil of the Second World War, the UDHR boldly pronounced 

that “all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed 

with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of 

brotherhood.”
55

  Establishing a guise of human equality was important for the Western 

Powers who had just witness the vile destruction of systematic of discrimination.  While 

the world was suffering the pain of physical and emotional wounds of the Second World 

War, the UDHR attempted to bandage the world and prevent further systematic 

corruptions.  That meant that refugee children fleeing the terrors of persecution should be 

able to find sanctuary and equal treatment in the county of refuge.  Thus, the UDHR was 

formed out of explicit orders written in the United Nations Charter.
56

  The thirty articles 

of the Declaration proceed to lay the cornerstones of Human Rights: (1) the inalienable 

birthright to liberty and equality, (2) non-discrimination in the enjoyment of human rights 

and fundamental freedoms, and (3) indispensible economic, social and cultural rights.
57

  

The small group of drafters of the UDHR succeeded in creating a document that would 

                                                           
51

 Refugee Convention, Supra note 30, Art. 24.  
52

UNHCR Fact Sheet No.1, International Bill of Rights, See at:  

http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/FactSheet2Rev.1en.pdf 
53

 Id.  
54

 Id. 
55

 Id. 
56

 United Nations, Charter of the United Nations, Article 68, 24 October 1945, 1 UNTS XVI, See at: 

http://www.refworld.org/docid/3ae6b3930.html [accessed 15 May 2013]. 
57

 UNHCR Fact Sheet No.1, Supra note 53. 
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serve to “measure the degree of respect for, and compliance with, international human 

rights standards everywhere on earth.”
58

   

 

On thesis, the UDHR provides protection for refugee children from a status of 

undignified living.  Article 24 of the UDHR even states that, “everyone has the right to 

rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic holidays 

with pay.”
59

  The right to leisure was one of the world’s original human rights principles, 

and was important enough to be included the first time that the global community joined 

to draft a doctrine of standard human values.  Unfortunately, the simple act of encoding 

such values did not ensure their manifestation.
6061

  Instead, in practice, access to the 

UDHR’s declaration of the Right to leisure is much more difficult to access for refugee 

children.  Unfortunately, the right has not materialized for refugee children in Egypt, 

which is signatory to both of the UDHR’s accompanying treaties:  The International 

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights.
62

  Egypt has yet to create domestic legislation for refugees,
63

 

and hampers the emotional and physical development and rehabilitation of many refugee 

children by not allowing them access to government schools,
64

 where the majority of 

childhood leisure activities take place.
65

  Since, the majority of refugee children cannot 

enroll in the, government schools, their chances of accessing the right to leisure are 

                                                           
58

 Id. 
59

 UDHR, Supra note 29, Art. 24. 
60

 Many scholars opposed the idea of “equal rights” or “rights” all together. The philosopher Friedrich 

Nietzsche, wrote, “The great majority of men have no right to existence, but are a misfortune to higher 

men.” See in Sec. 872 Notebook W I 1. Spring 1884, 

http://www.gutenberg.org/catalog/world/readfile?fk_files=1511558 
61

 Civil law jurisdictions recognize [sic] custom as "the other source of law…Yet they tend to dismiss 

custom as being of slight importance compared to legislation Georgiadis, General Principles of Civil Law, 

19; Washofsky, Taking Precedent Seriously, 7 
62

 UNHCR Fact Sheet No.1, Supra note 53. 
63

 UNHCR Country Operations Profile – Egypt, 2013. See at: http://www.unhcr.org/cgi-

bin/texis/vtx/page?page=49e486356 
64

 UN General Assembly, Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, 28 July 1951, United Nations, 

Treaty Series, vol. 189, p. 137, available at: 

http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/3be01b964.html [accessed 4 March 2013] 
65
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severely limited.  This occurrence is not surprising, as many of the Declarations’ 

principles were not honored even decades after its issuance in other regions of the 

world.
66

  In 1964, while representing Cuba before the UN, the revolutionary Ernesto 

“Che” Guevara spoke the following, 

The brutal policy of apartheid is applied before the eyes of the nations of the 

world. The peoples of Africa are compelled to endure the fact that on the African 

continent the superiority of one race over another remains official policy, and that 

in the name of this racial superiority murder is committed with impunity. Can the 

United Nations do nothing to stop this?
 67

 

 

It would be thirty more years until the regime that legalized Apartheid in South Africa 

would be replaced and the principle that “all humans are equal” would be implemented.
68

 

 

The Right to leisure also appears in Article 31 of the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child (CRC).  The CRC is the successor to the Declaration on the Rights of the Child 

(DRC)
69

 which entered into force on November 20
th

, 1989, and November 20
th

 1959 

respectively.
70

  Article 31 states that, “Parties recognize the right of the child to rest and 

leisure, to engage in play and recreational activities appropriate to the age of the child and 

to participate freely in cultural life and the arts.”
71

 This article was inspired by a version 

of the same treaty that had been submitted by Poland in the same year, and was also 

included in the original 1959 DRC.
72

  The seventh principle of the 1959 DRC that, “the 

child shall have full opportunity for play and recreation, which should be directed to the 

same purposes as education.”
73

  It is made clear here that leisure for children is distinct 

from adults.  The Child Convention includes the Right to leisure to limit child 

exploitation in work and promote healthy child development.  This purpose is in contrast 

                                                           
66

 For example, one of the cornerstones of the UDHR is the equality of human beings.  However, the legal 

policy of racial segregation continued until the 1970’s in the United States, and until the 1990’s in South 

Africa. 
67

 Ernesto “Che” Guevara, Cuban Representative, "Colonialism is Doomed,"  19th General Assembly of 

the UN, New York City, 11 December 1964. 
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  "De Klerk dismantles apartheid in South Africa". BBC News. 2 February 1990. See at: 
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69

 UN G.A. Res 1386 (XIV), 20 Nov 1959. 
70
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to the Right to leisure expressed in the UDHR, which seeks to simply prevent 

exploitation in work or even enslavement. The international community appeared 

concerned with reserving the right to leisure and play for children throughout the forty-

one years between the writing of the 1959 DRC and the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child.  Even Egypt acquiesced to the many provisions of the CRC, making reservations 

only to the articles concerning adoption, stating these articles conflicted with Shariah 

Law.
74

 

 

This long-standing view of the Right to leisure as a “principle” directs proponents of the 

Convention to maintain leisure as a fundamental entitlement to the environment of the 

child.  Nonetheless, advocates of the UDHR and CRC continue to find themselves 

confronted with domestic politics, legislation and reservations of the State Parties.  

Despite Egypt’s openness to the ideas of the UDHR and the CRC, there are few places in 

Egypt where refugee children can actually exercise the right to leisure expressed in the 

above and other documents.   

 

Finally, the 1951 Refugee Convention attempts to recognize the specific needs of persons 

fleeing persecution, by incorporating a version of the Right to leisure, as well.  Though 

the convention was initially intended to recognize only a narrow group of refugees who 

had been forced to migrate due to the events of World War II, it was eventually expanded 

to include other categories of refugees in 1967.
75

  Article 24 of the Refugee Convention 

states that, “The Contracting States shall accord to refugees…holidays with pay, [and] 

restrictions on home work.”
76

  However, due to the status imparted upon them, refugee 
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children are subsequently legally barred from receiving equal treatment to that of citizens 

of the Arab Republic of Egypt.  This restriction is expressed in the reservations that 

Egypt made to the 1951 Refugee Convention.”
77

  This reservation embodies the 

xenophobia and its resulting discrimination that continue to complicate the ability to 

integrate for asylum-seeking and refugee children in Egypt.
78

  Due to this unfavorable 

cultural response of the Egyptian authorities, refugee children face a disconcerting form 

of marginalization.
79

 

 

The Refugee Convention contains multiple articles which intend to secure a durable 

solution for refugee children in the form of “local integration.”  Local integration implies 

that the refugee would have the ability to eventually naturalize, acquire citizenship, and 

continue a “normal” life in the host state.
80

  However, the presently occurring 

marginalization stifles all possibilities for these children to locally integrate into Egyptian 

society.  Katarzyna Grabska describes the marginalization of refugees in Egypt in three 

ways, 

(1) Being marginalized legally
81

 in terms of access to rights and services by the 

host government and the singling out of refugees by organizations providing 

assistance; (2) being discriminated
82

 against by the host society; and (3) 

excluding
83

 oneself from the host society.
84
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The aforementioned forms of marginalization appear in very direct forms in Egypt. 

Refugee children are restricted in their right to state-funded education, and the 

right to work is regulated by Egypt’s domestic legislation concerning the 

employment of foreigners, law no. 137 of 1981, whereby refugees are required to 

obtain a work permit like any other foreigner. The Egyptian Constitution (Art. 53) 

gives the right of asylum to political refugees, although only a few high-level 

individuals benefited [sic] from this provision in the past, including the Shah of 

Iran, Jaafar Nimeiri of Sudan, and the wife of the last king of Libya (Zohry and 

HarrellBond 2003: 50).
8586

  

 

Instead of receiving special treatment along with the special status of “refugee,” those 

who flee their home country and enter Egypt are regarded as tourists or immigrant 

expatriates.  This failure to recognize the extraordinary status of refugees also 

complicates the mission to provide them with adequate protection.  As a result of these 

institutional methods of marginalization,  

No refugees residing in Egypt have the right to acquire citizenship; nationality is 

granted on the basis of descent (ius sanguinis). This affects the registration of 

children born to refugees without legal status who are unable to approach their 

embassy. In this way, the possibility of full integration in Egypt for refugees is 

effectively ruled out.
87

 

 

The actions of the Egyptian State defy the purpose of the Refugee Convention: providing 

protection.  While the Arab Republic of Egypt has signed the treaty, the State has failed 

to implement any domestic legislation, showing either indifference or inability to deal 

with the plight of the thousands of refugees and asylum seekers that flood the Egyptian 

borders.   

In the absence of appropriate procedures or willingness on the part of the 

Egyptian government to implement them, UNHCR has assumed responsibility for 

refugee status determination (see Kagan 2006).
88

 The government’s reluctance to 

take responsibility for status determination and assistance to refugees might be 

explained in two ways: institutional and financial obstacles (according to the 

former head of the Refugee Affairs Department at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
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interview with author, 13 March 2005), and the political significance of the 

refugee population in Egypt.
89

  

 

Such blatant discrimination sends a signal to asylum seekers that Egypt does not intend to 

offer a permanent place for refugees to escape persecution.  Sadly, this notion of 

indifference to the Refugee Convention is felt by actors other than refugees and the State.  

Non-governmental and International organizations perceive the same sentiment as Egypt 

has gained a reputation of being simply a transit state for refugees who wish to be 

resettled to western countries.
90
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III. No Play Zone 

Refugee children are systematically denied basic rights and opportunities that facilitate 

their access to, inter alia, the Right to leisure while living in Egypt.  As discussed in the 

previous chapter, Egypt has failed in fulfilling its treaty obligations in granting the Right 

to leisure in more than one fashion.  The predominant obstacles faced specifically by 

refugee children in Egypt relate to: economic capacity, legal reservations and classism or 

xenophobia.  Essentially, Egypt does not offer a legally, socially or culturally-accepting 

environment in which refugee children may access their Right to leisure.   

 

A. Who is to Blame? 

A fraction of the blame rests on the failure of the Egyptian government to ratify the 

Refugee Convention.  This means that Egypt has yet to establish a domestic system for 

acknowledging, registering or assisting asylum-seekers.  This aside, an even greater 

portion of the fault lies in a fundamental flaw of the human rights system itself.  The 

international human rights system envisages a utopian ideal of equality for the global 

community when in reality, States are socially and culturally distinct and economically 

stratified.  As early as the Second Hague Conference of 1907, James Scott Brown, 

J.U.D., stated, 

In international law all states are equal….If it be said that all states are equal, it 

necessarily follows that the conception of great and small Powers finds no place 

in a correct system of international law.  It is only when we leave the system of 

law and face brute fact that inequality appears.
91

 

 

Over a century ago, practitioners of international law were acknowledging the fact that 

States are unequal.  It was eventually “the doctrine of equality which prevented the 

establishment of an international court of justice in 1907.”
92

  The equality of States was a 

present principle and obstacle in the early formulation of the modern international legal 

system.  Equality was viewed as a thorn in the side of international law, causing decades 
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of set-backs, specifically, to the establishment of the International Court.  On top of being 

a nuisance to legal progress, equality was also viewed as something that can only be 

achieved if the facts of the condition of States were ignored.  In order to elevate Egypt to 

a level of international equilibrium, one would need to ignore the social and cultural 

distinctions that manifest as xenophobia, as well as the economic stratification that 

appears as highly structured classism within the country. 

 

The major push for the inclusion of the principle of equality came from Western 

countries.
93

  Since these were the same states that bared the guilt of most atrocities, one 

can assume that this was another effort at building the guise of “international good-

doers.”  Foolishly, the international community allows such negligent principle to remain 

problematic for so many modern States, who struggle to implement such troublesome 

principles.  The 1933 Montevideo Convention on Rights and Duties of States 

imprudently states that, “the rights of each [State do] not depend upon the power which it 

possesses to assure its exercise, but upon the simple fact of its existence as a person under 

international law.
94

 Such disregard for the capacity of a State to perform its obligations 

gives testament to the irrationality behind the principle of equality to begin with.  

Irreverence of this sort allows large States to practice aggressive politics, and leaves 

smaller States vulnerable to the larger States’ humanitarian mercy (i.e., intervention, 

etc.).
95

  Surprisingly, such problematic aspects have been allowed to linger, as in the 

Charter of the United Nations, which states: “The Organization is based on the principle 

of the sovereign equality of all its Members." The resilience of such an oxymoronic 

principle lies in the power that it gives to larger States to control the outcomes.  Smaller 

States will not likely protest until their interests are severely usurped.  

 

This optimistic yet delusional human rights approach, especially with regard to Refugee 

Law, proves problematic when applied to countries such as Egypt, that struggle to 
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provide for even its own citizens.  What develops is an amalgamation of lower-class 

citizens and refugees, who are only equal primarily in their fight to access rights 

promised by these international conventions.  The resulting burden of international 

obligations on the Egyptian State is exacerbated by the increasing desperation of refugee 

children, who continually expect the unconditional protection of Egypt and the 

international community.  Instead, refugee children face various, State-engineered 

obstacles in accessing the Right to leisure in Egypt.   

 

B. First World System, Third World State 

Since the State is the principle subject of international law,
96

 State sovereignty provides 

Egypt a substantial buffer of legislative discretion in engineering domestic laws.
97

  These 

laws prove to be culturally-biased, religiously-based, or socially-divisive.  Nonetheless, it 

is paramount to investigate the dominant justification for Egypt’s massive human rights 

failures towards such a vulnerable group as refugee children.  

 

The economic capacity of any State dictates its ability to support the population within its 

territory.  However, it is clear that IHRL does not factor varying levels of economic 

capacity when pressuring States into acceding to treaties.  Consequently the demand that 

these international conventions place on a country like Egypt seems almost ludicrous.  It 

is obvious that the demands of international law are incompatible with the economic and 

social dilemma that a country such as Egypt is currently facing.  Perhaps the diabolical, 

Arab Republic of Egypt signed the UDHR, CRC and Refugee Convention with 

absolutely no intention of fulfilling the treaty obligations.  Alternatively, Egypt could 

have simply acquiesced to international trend and pressure
98

 set and applied by Northern 

States who drafted the documents in question.   
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Another possibility is that the aforementioned conventions are simply incompatible with 

the Egyptian State to begin with.  In order to create and sustain systems that are deemed 

“universal,” they must be “assessed in terms of how it deals with the most 

disadvantaged.”
99

  This means that refugee children, who may be victims of torture and 

trafficking, must be the priority subject of Refugee Law in all situations, and in all States.  

As to be described in the following section, the Egyptian State does not possess the 

capacity to deal with the highly disadvantaged refugee population.  The “universal” 

policies are not realistically compatible with the economic status of the Egyptian State.  

Thus, as a result, the refugee child’s rights are commonly forfeited in Egypt. 

 

Northern or First World States have a higher capacity to realize such equality.  

Additionally, and unfortunately, those Northern States quite possibly possess a less 

adequate perspective from which to assess the needs of Southern States, which results in 

the production of flawed legislation.  IHRL was created for First World States, not for 

Southern or Second and Third World States.  In fact,  

TWAIL scholars seek to transform international law from being a language of 

oppression to a language of emancipation—a body of rules and practices that 

reflect and embody the struggles and aspirations of Third World peoples and 

which, thereby, promotes truly global justice.
100

 

   

In his “Third World Approach to International Law (TWAIL) Manifesto,” B.S. Chimni 

identifies the risk that third world States face at the expense of  international law with the 

following: “the economic and political independence of the third world is being 

undermined by policies and laws dictated by the first world and the international 

institutions it controls.”
101

  International Law embodies the power struggle between First 

and Third World States.  Institutions such as the UN Security Council allow a few 

powerful States to block the initiatives of many smaller states.  Additionally, the more 
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powerful States possess exclusive techniques for extracting consent from weaker States.  

Such techniques include, inter alia, forcing State actions by applying sanctions. 
102

 

 

The power struggle is unequal, always ending with the First World on top.  Anghie and 

Chimni note that “ambiguities and uncertainties are invariably resolved by resort to 

broader legal principles, policy goals or social contexts, all of which are often shaped by 

a colonial view of the world.”
103

  This means that the standards for child refugees in 

Egypt are very well dictated by the standards of the ex-colonial powers.  The lingering 

effects of colonialism still play a large role in the global allocation of power and wealth.  

A monopoly of decision-making exists within the hands of a small few in the First World.  

Such a monopoly has “prevented an effective third world coalition from emerging as a 

counterweight to the unity of the first world.”
104

  One First World Coalition, also known 

as the Security Council, has created a legally-based united coalition, which allows them 

to produce resolutions which serve in their interests.  All the while, Third World States 

do not have the dominant hand in adding their opinions or needs in the aforementioned 

decisions.   

 

In his Manifesto, Chimni asserts the existence of IHRL as a wedge placed between 

Northern and Southern States in order preserve the status quo.  Additionally, he argues 

that the TWAIL doctrine is especially necessary in liberating the Third World States from 

“economic structures which continue to disadvantage Third World States.”
105

  He states, 

“The welfare of the peoples of the third world does not have priority in this scheme of 

things,” revealing the goal of IHRL is not to bring Southern States up to equilibrium with 

Northern States.  In reality, Chimni states in his “TWAIL and Individual Responsibility,” 

article that the experience of colonialism is central to the formation of international 

law.
106

  Colonialism, acted as the wedge referred to above, and also as the catalyst from 
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which many principles and systems of International Law were born. Naturally, such 

conclusions bring into question the motives of the IHRL system.  Since colonialism had a 

catalytic effect on International Law, is a colonial system necessary to preserve 

International Law, as well?  TWAIL legal experts claim that,  

International law has always served the interests of dominant social forces and 

States in international relations… A growing assemblage of international laws, 

institutions and practices coalesce to erode the independence of third world 

countries in favor of transnational capital and powerful States.
107

   

 

Many Second and Third World countries are unable to provide an adequate standard of 

living to their own citizens, yet are expected to support an influx of asylum seekers.  

Even more so, the consequences of denying Convention rights to asylum seekers means 

that the host country may incur international sanctions, become labeled as, ‘a human 

rights violator,’ and receive slurs in the bad press of various international human rights 

oversight organizations.   

 

Evidence of the unbalanced power of 1
st
 world States over weaker, troubled States can be 

seen in the creation of the International Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia (ICTY).  

Though the conflict was limited to the Balkan States, the UN Security Council usurped 

the power to create the prosecutor body, the Tribunal.  This event can be contrasted to the 

South African resolution post-Apartheid.  South Africa maintained sovereign power by 

establishing Reconciliation Committees to deal with its internal conflict.  Such should be 

the international practice, yet International Law habitually allows stronger States to 

encroach upon the sovereign power of weaker States or States in chaos.  Such 

encroachment exhibits the biased ways of the International Legal Institutions.
108

 

 

International law is as much selective as it is unbalanced. Chimni identifies the blatant 

selectivity of International Law in the ICTY.  First, there was obvious dismissal of 

evidence presented to the International Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia in the 1990’s. 
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The ICTY’s mandate was clearly to persecute those who were responsible for the mass 

killing of civilians.  Instead, Chimni states that there was “compelling evidence to the 

effect that NATO had violated international humanitarian law [yet the Tribunal] chose 

not to proceed with any further inquiries.”
109

  Secondly, there is the practice of placing 

embargos and sanctions on States responsible for human rights violations.  Unfortunately, 

countries like Iraq, there ends up being more damage done to the civilian population than 

the regime or State.  Chimni observes, “[the] tragic paradox to that the people of Iraq 

have suffered more in a time of supposed ‘peace’ than they ever suffered in a time of 

war.”
110

 

 

The reality remains that the system of Human Rights Law was not necessarily designed 

to equalize the living standards of the global community.   Henceforth, the system may 

seem generally useless at ensuring rights of people as opposed to the State.
111

  In fact, 

early TWAIL scholars criticized IHRL for legitimizing the oppression of Third World 

peoples.
112

  The system of Human Rights promises an utopian ideal to Third World 

peoples, yet allows sovereign, contracting States like Egypt to continue its atrocious 

practices and violations against its own people and refugee children alike.  The Human 

Rights Regime righteously parades around in many laudable shapes and forms, as almost 

to assume that Southern countries are too daft to interpret the neo-colonial 

“development”
113

 projects and treacherously high World Bank and IMF interest rates.
114
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In reality, the IHRL system is an unbalanced paradigm which is impossible for Southern 

states to implement.  This boils down to the conclusion that alternate avenues must be 

explored through which refugee children can access the Right to leisure without an 

infrastructure offered by the Egyptian government.  Such alternatives will be further 

discussed in Chapter Three. 

 

C. Egypt’s Economic Incapacity 

Egypt does not possess the economic capacity to ensure its own citizens’ Right to leisure, 

let alone the right of refugee children.  At the same time, refugee children do not possess 

the economic capacity to access the largely privatized leisure spaces within Egypt.  This 

challenging situation can be understood by taking a close look at the economic condition 

of life inside of Egypt.  Some of the first things that one notices when visiting the capital 

of Cairo are the crowds, traffic and pollution.  Cairo is a congested city, hosting nearly 

25% of the country’s total population of roughly eighty-four million
115

 people with a 

massive growth rate of 10% annually in the Cairo governate alone.
116

  The streets and 

neighborhoods are crowded with cheaply-constructed dwellings piled one on top of the 

other.  There is no city-sponsored trash collection, so garbage becomes stored on street 

corners and any clear area of land.  Many such areas are prime estate for that remains 

between buildings and homes and have high potential to host leisure activities. 

 

Unemployment plagues the bulging youth population
117

 with the number of employed 

and unemployed (working-aged) citizens being almost equal to one another; the work 

force is approximately twenty-two million, while the number of unemployed persons 

follows closely behind at twenty million.
118

  The remaining 58% of the population 

includes those who have yet to reach the work age, plus the informal business sector (i.e. 
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street vendors, etc.).
119

  Essentially, 78% of the population relies on government 

subsidies,
120

 and the aid of foreign organizations and religious donations for survival.  In 

numerical terms, the government in effect supports approximately 63,000,000 of its 

citizens.  When compared to this enormous figure, the half-million refugees seeking 

protection in Egypt would hardly make a presence on the Egyptian Government’s radar 

of concern.  Unfortunately, the reality of the matter remains that the Egyptian 

government does not have the economic means to provide human rights and security to 

its own population.  The U.S. State Department reports that, 

Some of Egypt’s estimated 200,000 to one million street children – both boys and 

girls – are subjected to sex trafficking and forced begging…Egyptian children are 

recruited for domestic service and agricultural labor; some of these children face 

conditions indicative of forced labor, such as restrictions on movement, 

nonpayment of wages, threats, and physical or sexual abuse. In addition, wealthy 

men from the Gulf… reportedly continue to travel to Egypt to purchase 

“temporary” or “summer marriages” with Egyptian females, including girls who 

are under the age of 18…Children involved in these temporary marriages suffer 

both sexual servitude and forced labor as servants to their “husbands.” Child sex 

tourism occurs in Egypt, particularly in Cairo, Alexandria, and Luxor. Egypt is a 

destination country for women and girls forced into prostitution…
121

 

 

Many of Egypt’s own children are living in a dire state, resorting to prostitution and 

vagabond life-styles for survival.  The U.S. State Department’s account of Egypt’s street 

children closely resembles the plight of unaccompanied children struggling to find safety 

and refuge.  Where many Egyptian children are themselves incapable of accessing an 

adequate standard of human rights, it seems ludicrous to expect the Egyptian government 

to additionally provide for refugee children, let alone the Right to leisure.  Both groups of 

children, refugees and Egyptian street-children, are subjected to gross physical, sexual, 

and psychological abuse.  When viewing testimonies of both groups, the lowly conditions 
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of subsistence appear indistinguishable.
122

  It seems highly implausible that Egypt would 

be able or should even be expected to provide protection for foreign persons when the 

State continues to display a record of human rights failures when dealing with its own 

population. 

The Government of Egypt does not fully comply with the minimum standards for 

the elimination of trafficking….Due to prolonged political unrest, the 

Government of Egypt was unable to provide law enforcement and prosecution 

data on its efforts to combat trafficking during the reporting period [2012]. The 

government did not proactively identify victims of trafficking among vulnerable 

groups, and the government’s capacity to do so remained limited. The 

government also did not report any significant efforts to address forced child labor 

in domestic… Moreover, Egypt failed to investigate and prosecute government 

officials, who were complicit in [human rights] offenses, particularly the forced 

labor of domestic workers in their private residences. The government’s security 

forces continued a practice of shooting foreign migrants in the Sinai, including 

possible trafficking victims.
123

 

 

The U.S. Department of State report reveals a steady record of irreverence of the 

Egyptian Government to abiding by human rights standards even when dealing with its 

own Egyptian citizens.  Notably, since the January 25
th

 2011 Revolution, security forces 

have increasingly acted with impunity against their own citizens, including child 

detainees.  Human Rights Watch exposes the brutal nature by which the State-sponsored 

mechanisms deal with Egypt’s own needy child population.   

Egyptian police and military officers have arrested and detained over 300 children 

during protests in Cairo over the past year, in some cases beating or torturing 

them, Human Rights Watch said today. Frequently, these children were illegally 

jailed with adult prisoners, tried in adult courts, and denied their rights to counsel 

and notification of their families…that police and military officers kicked them, 
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beat them with rifle butts, hit them with batons, and subjected them to electric 

shocks.
124

 

 

The aforementioned actions not only violate international laws, but also Egyptian civil 

codes which state,  

Egypt’s Child Law (Law No.12 of 1996 as amended by Law No.126 of 2008) 

requires issues concerning children who are accused of a crime to be handled 

exclusively by the Child Court, and sets criminal penalties for police or public 

officers who detain children with adult prisoners.
125

   

 

Such a vile record of treatment does not paint a hopeful future for refugee children, who 

arrive to Egypt, betting all of their hopes and livelihoods on the protection of the 

Egyptian State.  

 

The 2011 Revolution did not improve the odds for better protection for either refugee 

children or Egyptian citizens.  Energy and fuel sources have been nearly depleted causing 

long lines at pumping stations and an increase in the price of food and other bare 

necessities.
126

   Price increases have stressed the country, where already more than 

20%
127

 live below the poverty line and public debt is 85% of the GDP.
128

  As of yet, the 

January 25
th

 2011 Revolution has caused, inter alia, higher food prices, weakened 

security, increased power-outages and fuel shortages.  The CIA World Factbook notes 

that, 

Living conditions for the average Egyptian remained poor… After unrest erupted 

in January 2011, the Egyptian Government backtracked on economic reforms, 

drastically increasing social spending to address public dissatisfaction, but 

political uncertainty at the same time caused economic growth to slow 

significantly, reducing the government’s revenues.  Tourism, manufacturing, and 

construction were among the hardest hit sectors of the Egyptian economy, and 

economic growth is likely to remain slow during the next several years.  The 

government drew down foreign exchange reserves by more than 50% in 2011 and 

2012 to support the Egyptian pound…unsuccessful negotiations with the 
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International Monetary Fund … could precipitate fiscal and balance payments 

crises in 2013.
129

  

 

Basically, the Egyptian State is in crisis, and an enormous number of “poor” Egyptians 

are paying the price with their lives.  In addition to the gross inability of Egypt to support 

its own population and subsequently the refugee population, Egypt’s behavioral 

predisposition seems entirely ignorant to the existence of an international human rights 

system.  

For decades, Egyptians activists and civil society leaders had protested the 

widespread use of torture and other ill-treatment; grossly unfair trials of civilians 

before military and emergency courts; restrictions on the peaceful exercise of the 

rights to freedom of expression, association and assembly. Other issues included 

legal and other discrimination against members of religious and ethnic minorities; 

arrests and prosecutions of people for their actual or alleged sexual orientation; 

and the maltreatment of refugees, asylum-seekers and migrants, including through 

the use of excessive, including lethal force.
130

  

Regardless of international shaming and pressure, Egypt maintains the inability and/or 

unwillingness to accede to the rules of international of law.  Consequently, the likelihood 

that the Egyptian government will begin to provide adequately for its own citizens or 

refugee children remains low for the near future.   

 

D. Legal Obstacles 

According to its human rights record, the Egyptian government solidifies its atrocious 

behavior by obstructing certain refugee rights on legal grounds, as well.  Egypt has 

legally impeded refugees’ ability to equally access the Right to leisure through 

reservations to certain articles regarding elementary education, public relief, and the right 

to work, social security and personal status in the 1951 Refugee Convention.
131

 Such 

reservations refuse refugees the right to work, making them dependent on informal labor, 

which heightens their risk of child exploitation.  Exploited children cannot engage in play 
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or access a right which on the contrary, requires them to be free from exploitation.  Egypt 

also made reservations to Article 20 of the Refugee Convention, which prohibit refugee 

children from receiving some government-subsidized food, which remains available only 

to citizens.  The Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada reports that, 

The children of refugees recognized by UNHCR do not have access to free public 

education in view of Egypt's reservation to Article 22(1) of the 1951 Convention. 

During 1999, UNHCR was able to assist just over 1,100 refugee children to go to 

school, but again, education programs are limited by scarce funds. Similarly, in 

view of Egypt's reservation under Article 23 of the 1951 Convention, related to 

public relief, refugees do not have access to government-supplied medical care.
132

  

The catastrophic damage that these reservations have on Refugee rights in Egypt has 

been illuminated in the light of the political and economic strain developing since the 

January 25
th

 Revolution of 2011.  The general safety and socio-economic decline has 

proven worse for refugees, whose status in Egypt does not even rely on the Egyptian 

State, but on the functioning of International Organizations such as the United Nations 

High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).  Unfortunately, the mandate of the UNHCR 

is subject to the renewed beneficence of the Egyptian authorities.   

Because Egypt entered key reservations to the 1951 Refugee Convention on 

personal status, public relief, education, and employment, the state was able to 

turn a blind eye to the most basic needs of refugees. In practical terms, these 

reservations prohibit refugees from access to public health care, food rationing, 

employment, and education. And while there are no camps or settlements in 

Egypt, the corollary has been that refugees are at once relegated to and hidden by 

the shadows of Cairo’s sha’bi (popular) districts, where they are self-settled and 

almost entirely self-reliant. Living in poverty and without any recourse to the law, 

refugees eke out a hand-to-mouth existence. In these circumstances, daily life has 

become dangerous for the most vulnerable refugees. That some have died—and 

others will die—due to a lack of adequate healthcare, has been a fact of refugee 

life in Egypt.
133
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Essentially, refugee children are excluded from basic means of subsistence and 

integration.  They are forever fated to pull themselves up from the deepest depths of 

survival in an unfamiliar and unkind environment.  The government sees them as a 

burden, Egyptian citizens see them as a menace, and the refugees themselves may see 

each other as competition.  Frustrated, unprotected and unwanted in Egypt, many 

children “seek alternative destinations with little regard as to whether these may be 

reached safely or legally.  Some die in their attempts to enter Israel or make it across the 

Mediterranean.”
134

  These reservations intentionally or unintentionally fuel xenophobia 

against refugee children, and reinforce classicism which restricts the ease with which 

refugee children can share leisure spaces in Egypt.   
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IV. Making A Way for Play 

A. Leisure in Egypt 

Despite the economic strain that many Egyptians live under, leisure is an important part 

of Egyptian culture.  In fact, leisure may be one of the most common stress-relievers and 

time-fillers adopted by the country suffering from such high unemployment rates.  A 

coffee shop or tea cart can be found on almost every street, bridge and sidewalk in Cairo, 

providing an easily-accessible respite from the city’s busy pace.  As such, Cairo could 

easily be nick-named “The City of a Thousand Cafés”
135

 due to the prevalence of the 

establishments on every street.  Egyptians love to spend their free time sitting in ahwas 

(café), playing tawla (backgammon) or smoking sheesha (water pipe).  Additionally, 

parks and recreation clubs can be found in almost every neighborhood.  However, most 

recreation facilities require some fee for entrance, field rental, or membership dues. 

 

There are more than 2,000 nawadi (sporting clubs) and maraakiz a-shabaab (youth 

sporting centers) throughout the Cairo and Giza governates alone.
136

  The nawadi, 

privately owned, and maraakiz, government-operated, usually contain playing fields and 

an area for socializing.  The main difference between the nawadi and the maraakiz a-

shabaab is the social prestige that is associated with former and not the latter.  The 

nawadi usually require an annual membership that may range anywhere between a few 

hundred Egyptian Pounds (L.E.) and 500,000L.E.  The most notorious Egyptian naadi, 

the Gezira Club on the island of Zamalek,
137

 boasts a lifetime membership fee fof 
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500,000L.E. plus an annual renewal fee of 2,000L.E for an individual or 10,000L.E. for a 

family.
138

   

 

The maraakiz a-shabaab do not usually require a membership fee, yet still may charge 

entrance or rental fees for field usage, as well.  The numerous maraakiz also vary 

drastically in terms of fee and field quality.  The markaz a-shabaab in the affluent 

neighborhood of Maadi charges 5L.E. (15L.E. for foreigners) entrance fee, plus 150L.E. 

per-hour rental fee for the use of one of the astro-turf fields.  In addition, the field can 

only be rented with the help of a member of the club.  At the other end of the spectrum, 

the markaz a-shabaab in the less affluent neighborhood of Ard El Lewa only charges a 

small 25L.E. per-hour fee for the use of one of its dirt or cement fields.
139

   

 

Many green spaces and parks are privatized as well.  The entrance fees are not nearly as 

exorbitant as some of the sporting clubs, yet the nominal amount still remains enough to 

deter the regular usage by the economically frugal refugee children.  For example, the 

grandiose Al Azhar Park charges visitors 7L.E. to stroll the park grounds, which include 

numerous fountains, restaurants, a children’s play area and an amphitheater for musical 

concerts.  Another privatized park, adjacent to the Cairo Opera House on the island of 

Zamalek, charges a 2L.E. entrance fee simply to enjoy the sparse shade and privacy 

offered by palm trees.  This park does not contain food venues or even benches, and has 

barely enough open space to play a small game of football.  

 

The vast privatization and regulation of these recreation spaces greatly adds to the 

inaccessibility of the Right to leisure for refugee children in Cairo, Egypt.  Refugee 

children are further marginalized as they are unable to pay even the small fees to utilize 

the government-owned maraakiz or parks.  The monopoly that the government and 

private entities have over the recreation spaces in Cairo has resulted in a semi-embargo 

against refugee children’s access to the Right to leisure in Egypt.  Such a failure to enable 
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the accessibility of international human rights denies refugee children crucial therapeutic 

opportunities provided by leisure activities. 

 

B. Leisure for Refugee Children 

As mentioned at the beginning of this thesis, “Sport has been increasingly recognized and 

used as a low-cost and high-impact tool in humanitarian, development and peace-building 

efforts.”
140

  In addition to its humanitarian qualities, sport also functions highly in social, 

physical and physiological ways.
141

   The combination of such components makes sport a 

strong method of therapy for rehabilitating and integrating refugee children.  Similar 

impacts of sports for refugee children was documented in a survey titled, “Sports in the 

Life of a Refugee Child.”
142

   

 

The questionnaire was completed by a female refugee from Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

who will be called, “Maja” for the purposes of confidentiality.  Maja’s family was 

granted refugee protection by the United States after fleeing war in her home country.  

Maja describes her experience arriving to the United States at the age of eight years old, 

I was already a shy child, and not being able to effectively communicate made 

things even more difficult.  I thought everything would be like on Beverly Hills, 

90210 – a TV series that I was obsessed with as a kid in Bosnia.  I was excited, 

but this feeling withered slowly.  I realized that we were poor, that we were on 

welfare and that we would be living in a tiny apartment in San Francisco.  I 

remember feeling depressed. 

 

Although Maja started school immediately and entered at an advanced level, her 

language barrier prevented her from joining in many school activities and made it 

difficult for her to make new friends.  Fittingly, Maja met and grew close to another 

immigrant from China, who encouraged her to try out for the school’s running club.  

Maja’s self-image changed significantly from the first day that she joined the team: 

I was one of the fastest kids on the team.  Playing this sport was the only time 

when I felt good—when I felt free and happy.  I finally got attention and stopped 

feeling like a ghost—like a ‘nobody.’  I felt proud of myself, of my body, of my 
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legs, of my desire to run fast!  In general, running track gave me the opportunity 

to feel strong again.  I remember feeling sorry for my family and myself.  

Running was spiritual.  I did not know it at the time, but in retrospect, I see that 

running helped me to build a healthier relationship with myself. 

 

Maja also expressed that participation on the team also helped her to improve her English 

skills, as well as provide a comfortable environment where she could make new friends.  

Most importantly, Maja’s involvement in sports “gave [her] another life after the war.” 

Due to her success as a runner, she went on to compete in the top division of university 

athletics, and earned a scholarship to study at the prestigious University of California, 

Berkeley.  Maja testifies that without sports, she would not be as physically and 

emotionally healthy as she is today.  Maja emphasized that “through sports, through our 

body, we can learn so much about ourselves and express and expel traumas that would 

otherwise stay dormant.”  

 

Maja’s story represents the power that the Right to leisure has in transforming a shy, 

traumatized refugee into a powerful, successful member of her host-country’s 

community.  The Right to leisure for refugee children has an impact that can be achieved 

apart from government participation. 

 

C. Non-State Response  

Though Egypt has made reservations invoking discretion towards refugee privileges, and 

despite Egypt’s current economic and social situation, the State cannot use its sovereign 

discretion to default on its obligations to refugee children per the aforementioned 

international conventions.
143

  Instead, Egypt should use its discretionary power to act in 

good faith and endow refugees with preferential treatment as an extraordinarily 
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vulnerable population in dire need of privileged human rights.  The Committee on 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights maintains a similar argument against States that 

fail in their Convention obligations.  The Committee has stated that it is necessary to be 

flexible and reflect “the realities of the real world and the difficulties involved for any 

country in ensuring full realization of economic, social and cultural rights.”
144

  This 

means, that Egypt could very well fulfill its duties towards refugee children by delegating 

the state responsibility to other parties, and ensuring that the third parties are not impeded 

in their efforts to realize certain rights.  In respect of Article 31 of the CRC, the 

Committee reiterates that, 

The raison d’être of the Covenant, which is to establish clear obligations for 

States parties in respect of the full realization of the right in question.  It thus 

imposes an obligation to move expeditiously in effectively as possible towards 

that goal.
145

 

 

The specific goal in this case is access to the Right to leisure for refugee children in 

Egypt.  Obligations remain, regardless of the difficulty faced in complying with the rights 

set out in the convention.  For example, the Committee for the Convention on the Rights 

of the Child, explicitly guards against States defaulting on the provisions of the 

agreement. The Committee states that, 

State Parties need to ensure that the four general principles of the [CRC] are 

systematically respected: the right to non-discrimination (Article 2), the principle 

of the best interests of the child (Article 3), the right to life, survival and 

development (Article 6) and the right of the child to express his or her views 

freely ‘in all matters affecting the child’ (Article 12). 

 

The principles are embodied in the CRC’s Right to leisure, as leisure activities contain 

the capacity to embody all four principles: integration versus discrimination, positive 

child development in the child’s interest, health and survival as well as free physical 

expression for development.  The CRC Committee’s statement follows tightly to the 

treaty laws set out in the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, which codified 

the obligations of parties to international State agreements. The binding power of the 
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CRC, and subsequent treaties, initiates at the moment of signing the treaty.  Article 12 of 

the Vienna Convention, states that, “the consent of a State to be bound by a treaty is 

expressed by the signature of its representative.”
146

  Thus, the Egyptian State became 

legally bound to uphold the values of the CRC the moment that it was signed by the 

present representative.  Egypt’s signature means that the Egyptian State has “expressed 

its consent to be bound by the treaty.”
147

  Subsequently, being bound by the treaty also 

means upholding the aforementioned four CRC principles, including ensuring the Right 

to leisure for Refugee children within its territory.   

 

Most importantly, the Vienna Convention prohibits States from submitting any 

reservation that is “incompatible with the purpose and object of the treaty.”
148

  Egypt’s 

reservation to the Refugee Convention undermines the possibility of local integration, 

and instead segregates the refugee communities in the country.  Forbidding refugees from 

any benefits equal to citizens effectively ostracizes a vulnerable populate that 

international treaty has mandated Egypt to protect.  Just as with the CRC, Egypt’s 

signature on the Refugee Convention denotes Egypt’s consent to be bound. The UNHCR 

reiterates the importance of local integration, and recognizes that, 

Allowing for local integration, where applicable, is an act of States which is a 

durable solution for refugees that contributes to that burden and responsibility 

sharing, without prejudice to the specific situation of certain developing countries 

facing mass influxes.
149

 

 

Refusing to facilitate or delegate the responsibility to uphold the values and purpose of 

the CRC and Refugee Convention violates the international law of treaties. Though an 

international police force does not exist, Egypt is held to the international principle of 

“good faith” to offer the Right to leisure to children within its territory—citizen or not. 

 The alternative option is to delegate the responsibility if Egypt cannot or simply refuses 

to perform by the principles and purpose of the treaties.  Delegation ensures that the 

refugee children in Egypt have access to the human rights that they are entitled to.  
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Additionally, the Egyptian government can thus, assert its assent to international law.  

While the Egyptian Government may not be capable of directly allocating the 

components necessary to achieving the Right to leisure and play for refugee children, the 

State can make a few simple gestures in widening the potential for access to such rights.   

 

To begin with, Egypt’s Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) laws can be reformed 

and relaxed to allow more NGO’s to provide services to refugee children.  This will help 

to fill in the gaps in the provision of services that the State itself is failing to provide 

according to the international covenants.  However, this important step stands in the wake 

of a newly proposed NGO law, which aims to place tighter restrictions on NGO’s 

functioning within Egypt.  The Cairo Institute for Human Rights (CIHR) states, “the draft 

law is an attempt to ‘nationalize’ and ‘control’ the civil society organizations,”
150

 and 

called it ‘"the worst law’ that had been drafted in the history of NGOs in Egypt.”  CIHR 

also pointed out that the new law “considers the NGOs' funds as public money, while 

before it was the citizens' money.”
151

   Such a shift shortens the distance between 

government and independent administration of the organization.  Thus, NGO’s will most 

likely continue to be obstructed in their efforts to create change.  In February 2013, 

Amnesty International stated, 

We’re urging the Egyptian authorities to ensure that any legislation to replace the 

NGO law is in line with international law, respects the rights to freedom of 

expression and freedom of association, and is based on transparent consultations 

with human rights organizations and other NGOs.
152

 

 

In March 2013, the Egyptian Organization for Human Rights (EOHR) sent a list of 

requests and advice to the head of Egypt’s Shura Council regarding the currently 

proposed revisions to Egypt’s NGO law no. 84, of the year 2002.
 153

  The EOHR 

expressed concern over the right of the Shura Council to refuse NGO registration, fine 

NGO executive members up to 100,000 Egyptian Pounds and imprison them for a 
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maximum of six months for a wide range of violations of the NGO law.
154

  The EOHR 

also recommended that the law allow NGO’s to, inter alia, have freedom in 

establishment, unconditional registration, large or small number of members and to 

handle a variety of activities in the various social, cultural and political realms.
155

  The 

EOHR also insisted that the Shura Council cancel its “right to review narrative and 

financial documents of NGOs [and] dissolving NGOs or even freezing activities.”
156

  In 

addition to the above mentioned suggestions, the EOHR also requested that, 

NGOs’ activities are duty-free, NGOs are allowed to receive funds and donations 

from local and international individuals or agencies, have freedom of assembly 

and expression, [that their] meetings and activities of NGOs [do] not come under 

the restrictions of demonstration laws, and [they] are allowed to issue 

publications, reports, statements, press releases and newsletters without prior 

permissions.
157

 

 

All the above recommendations can make a huge difference in NGO efficiency in Egypt.  

Obviously, the Egyptian government cannot allow NGOs to function above the law, yet 

at the same time, the NGOs should neither be so tightly controlled nor influenced by the 

government. The above reforms require that the government reduce its vast intrusion into 

NGO activities, and allow them to function as their categorization infers: non-

governmentally.  In doing so, the Egyptian Government can delegate to NGOs the 

responsibility of providing access to the Right to leisure for refugee children in Egypt.  

 

Currently, several Community Based Organizations (CBOs) offer leisure and recreation 

programs specifically targeting refugee children in Cairo.  The CBOs function out of 

make-shift refugee community centers, which are regulated entirely by the refugee 

communities.  The CBOs receive funding from the United Nations High Commissioner 

for Refugees (UNHCR) office in Cairo, as well as two NGOs: (1) the Psycho-Social 

Training Institute in Cairo and (2) Tadamon.  The CBOs offer sports programs for 

refugees for most of the year, but are restricted from accessing proper facilities and 

adequate funding from foreign donors.  Currently they are attempting to access the 
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government and private sporting clubs by creating programs for both Egyptian and 

refugee children together.   

 

For example, one of the Egyptian-Refugee programs, Tawasul,
158

 has been running since 

December 2012 under a grant from Tadamon and a Swiss NGO.  No funding or support 

is received from the Egyptian State.  The program attempts to create a “connection” 

(Tawasul means “connection” in Arabic) between the refugee and Egyptian children 

living in the same neighborhoods.  The goal is to initiate the process of integration, which 

is one of the more difficult aspects of the Refugee Convention to realize in Egypt.  The 

children spend two hours playing games which focus on teamwork and cooperation.  A 

passer-by will take joy in the laughter and smiles, yet notice that all of the refugee 

children are on one team, while all of the Egyptian children are on the opposing team.  

There is rarely integration, even when the children are forced to intermingle.  After eight 

weeks of participation in the program, little had changed in terms of integration, but the 

refugee children were noticeably more comfortable entering the sports club.  The club 

became a place where their presence became normalized and welcome by workers, club 

patrons and their Egyptian playmates.  Programs like Tawasul give refugee children in 

Egypt access to their Right to leisure.  Refugee children gain feelings of acceptance and 

inclusiveness and are able to obtain a bit of childhood happiness.  Such programs allow 

refugee children to attain their human rights without the involvement of action of the 

Egyptian State.   

 

There are also successful models that demonstrate the delegation of State responsibility to 

universities and international organizations.  A program called “Fun Days Out,” has been 

running out of the Department of Social Work at Flinders University in South Australia 
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since 2003.
159

  The program “[provides] young refugees with opportunities for personal 

growth and confidence building and for exploration of their new environment.”
160

  The 

program combines their scientific research to emphasize “recreational play as a means for 

the children to guide their own healing and integration.”
161

  The Flinders University 

Social Work professors concluded that providing therapy “in the context of fun increases 

the possibility that the new environment will be seen positively and as a friendly, easily 

accessible place to live.”
162

  Through research, the Department of Social Work has found 

that allowing the refugee children to chose which activities to play, then to participate 

freely has “[assisted] individuals to move beyond a victim identity and to explore their 

own power and agency in altering their circumstance.  The department’s research also 

claims that the neurotransmitters released during play “could bring appreciable longer-

term benefits to the participants.”
163

  The Flinders University’s “Fun Days Out” program 

has had a powerful impact in influencing the integration and rehabilitation for 

approximately 4,000
164

 refugee children.   

 

A similar program was established in 2010, at the American University in Cairo by the 

Black Student Association.
165

  The Black Student Association is a student group that is 

entirely run and facilitated by the university’s students.  Each semester, the Black Student 

Association hosts a “Refugee Play Day,” where refugee boys and girls are invited to the 

campus to participate in sports and physical activities.  The activities are led by 

experienced volunteer instructors and include: yoga, dance, martial arts, basketball, 

soccer and ultimate frisbee.  The children are elevated from their “experiences of 

depression and anxiety, and the suffering of ongoing, untreated trauma.”
166

  During the 
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day, they receive a free sports gift, lunch and chauffeured in stylish buses from their 

home to the university campus. The Black Student Association aims to achieve the 

directive of the Right to leisure by providing refugee children the opportunity to relax and 

play in a safe and clean environment.  

 

In addition to universities, international organizations have the capacity to assist when the 

State fails to observe its responsibility in providing the Right to leisure for refugee 

children.  Since 2000, the international organization, Right to play, has been building 

capacity in children through sports in twenty countries in Africa, Asia, the Middle East 

and South America.  The organization works with the country’s Minister of Education to 

“use sport and play to educate and empower children and youth to overcome the effects 

of poverty, conflict and disease in disadvantaged communities.”
167

  Such collaboration 

with an International Organization and the Government could result in the fulfillment of 

the Right to leisure obligations. 
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V. Conclusion 

Leisure is an international right that provides refugee children with the tools to overcome 

trauma.  The Right to leisure also offers them the opportunity to integrate into their host 

community, which is one of the durable solutions set out in the Refugee Convention.  The 

Egyptian government struggles to provide economically for its own citizens and cannot 

be expected to allocate resources necessary to comply with the impudent demands of 

international law.   As a result of this economic incapacity and reservations made to 

certain international conventions, the Egyptian State should rely on the partnership of 

civil society and international organizations to adequately to supply refugee children with 

access to the right to leisure.  The Egyptian State can partner with non-governmental 

bodies and delegate such responsibility to Community-Based Organizations, NGOs and 

local universities.  For such a partnership to prevail, the Egyptian State must adjust its 

NGO laws in a positive manner that encourages NGOs to work toward furthering the 

access to recreation spaces for refugee children.  Alongside loosening the domestic laws 

which regulate NGOs, the Egyptian state should work towards giving refugee children 

unrestricted access to government-run sporting clubs in neighborhoods where large 

refugee populations reside.   
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